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Single-photon ooling to the limit of trap dynamis: Maxwell's Demon near maximum
eieny
S. Travis Bannerman, Gabriel N. Prie, Kirsten Viering, and Mark G. Raizen
∗
Center for Nonlinear Dynamis and Department of Physis,
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712, USA
We demonstrate a general and eient informational ooling tehnique for atoms whih is an
experimental realization of a one-dimensional Maxwell's Demon. The tehnique transfers atoms
from a magneti trap into an optial trap via a single spontaneous Raman transition whih is
disriminatively driven near eah atom's lassial turning point. In this way, nearly all of the atomi
ensemble's kineti energy in one dimension is removed. We develop a simple analytial model to
predit the eieny of transfer between the traps and provide evidene that the performane is
limited only by partile dynamis in the magneti trap. Transfer eienies up to 2.2% are reported.
We show that eieny an be traded for phase-spae ompression, and we report ompression up
to a fator of 350. Our results represent a 15-fold improvement over our previous demonstration of
the ooling tehnique.
PACS numbers: 37.10.De, 37.10.Gh
INTRODUCTION
The intrinsi onnetion between information and thermodynami entropy was rst reognized by Leo Szilard in
a landmark paper in 1929 [1℄ and has sine beome a ornerstone of modern information siene [2, 3, 4, 5℄. Szilard
introdued this onept to resolve the apparent violation of the seond law of thermodynamis in a thought experiment
known as Maxwell's Demon [6℄. A key predition was that information an be used to redue the entropy of a gas of
partiles. Indeed, measurement and feedbak is the basis for stohasti ooling in aelerator rings [7, 8℄. However,
the available information radiated by the harged partiles in the ring is enormous ompared with the tiny fration
of information that is atually olleted and used for ooling.
Reently we proposed the onept of a one-way wall for atoms and moleules and showed how it an be used for
ooling [9, 10, 11℄. In parallel, an atom diode operating in a similar fashion was independently proposed without
appliation to ooling [12℄. Suh a one-way wall was diretly demonstrated in a proof-of-priniple experiment [13℄.
Our group used these priniples to aumulate atoms from a magneti trap into an optial trap, and we reported
ooling and phase-spae ompression [14℄. We all this method single-photon ooling beause eah atom satters
only one photon on average for a nearly omplete redution of kineti energy in one dimension.
The operation of a one-way wall for ooling atoms an be understood as a straightforward realization of Maxwell's
Demon. In the traditional piture, Figure 1(a), the Demon operates a trapdoor between two ompartments of atoms,
A and B. Without expending any work, the Demon may lower the entropy of the entire system by observing the
atoms and allowing the hottest atoms to pass from A to B, and the oldest from B to A. Similarly, if all of the
atoms were initially in B, the Demon ould lower the entropy of the system by allowing one-way passage from B to
A, the smaller ompartment. It is lear that the Demon must measure eah atom's position to eetively operate
the trapdoor, and it is in this nuane that the seond law is saved. The informational entropy assoiated with these
measurements ompensates for the redution of thermodynami entropy.
Our implementation of single-photon ooling is ompletely analogous to this Demon. A shemati is shown in Figure
1(b). Consider a non-interating ensemble initially in a low-eld-seeking magneti state |i〉. The one-dimensional
magneti entral potential holding these atoms onstitutes B. Atoms are irreversibly transferred by our Demon to A,
a gravito-optial trap [15℄, whih is loated to the left of (below) B. The Demon in this ase is simply a foused pump
beam whih transfers the atoms from |i〉 to |f〉 through a spontaneous Raman transition. This beam is positioned near
2FIG. 1: (a) Maxwell's Demon operates a trapdoor between two ompartmentsA and B. By allowing one-way passage of atoms
from B to A, the atoms are ompressed without expenditure of work. (b) Shemati of single-photon ooling in a three-level
system. Magnetially trapped atoms in state |i〉 are optially pumped via exited state |e〉 into a non-magneti state |f〉 near
their lassial turning points. Potentials are drawn (not to sale) as a funtion of the vertial oordinate z, with gravity pointing
to the left.
the lassial turning points of the ensemble's most energeti atoms, and the magneti potential is slowly ramped o.
This ensures that eah atom is pumped near the turning point of its trajetory, where its kineti energy vanishes. The
Demon thus disriminates the slowest atoms from the rest of the ensemble and releases this informational entropy in
the form of a single photon sattered from the pump beam. Should the atom deay to a nal state |f〉 with weaker or
opposite magneti oupling, the potential landsape is altered and a trapped state is produed in the gravito-optial
trap. The net result after the pump beam has enountered the entire ensemble is both a redution in temperature
and an inrease in density at the ost of a single photon reoil per atom.
One of the key questions regarding the ooling proess pertains to eieny. One aspet is the eieny of
information entropy used to ool. We showed, in a oneptual paper, that single-photon ooling is maximally eient
in the sense that the entropy inrease of the radiation eld as eah photon is sattered is equal to the entropy redution
of the atoms as they are aptured [16℄. In this artile, we fous on a more utilitarian aspet of eieny: the fration
of atoms ooled and transferred from the magneti trap into the optial trap.
EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented this general method of informational ooling for
87
Rb in a three-dimensional quadrupole
magneti trap. The trap is initially populated with atoms in the 52S1/2(F = 2) hyperne manifold, with approximately
70% in the |F = 2,mF = 2〉 state and the remaining in the |F = 2,mF = 1〉 state. We experimentally vary the
number NB and the temperature TB of atoms in the magneti trap, but typial values are NB ≈ 5× 10
7
atoms and
TB ≈ 40 µK.
Figure 2 illustrates the onguration of our Demon and gravito-optial trap. A pump beam, detuned 35MHz below
the 52S1/2(F = 2) → 5
2P3/2(F
′ = 1) transition, is tightly foused inside an optial trough. The trough is formed
by two Gaussian laser sheets rossed in a V-shape and propagating along the x axis. These sheets are orthogonally
interseted by two parallel vertial sheets propagating along the y axis whih omplete the three-dimensional trapping
3FIG. 2: Conguration of our Demon and gravito-optial trap. Two Gaussian laser sheets in a V shape are orthogonally
interseted by two parallel sheets propagating along the y axis. With gravity along the z axis, this trough reates a trapping
potential in all three dimensions. Additionally, a Raman pump beam propagates along the x axis at a height hp above the
vertex of the trough. The trough and pump beam are positioned below a loud of magnetially trapped atoms.
potential. All sheets are derived from a single-mode 10W laser at λ = 532 nm and reate a repulsive potential for
atoms in both the F = 1 and F = 2 ground state manifolds. The length of our trough along x is 110 µm and the
three-dimensional trapping depth is approximately 10 µK. We note that single-photon ooling an be arried out
with a variety of dipole trap geometries inluding an attrative rossed dipole trap [11℄ and a fully-enlosed repulsive
optial box [14℄.
We initiate the ooling proedure by adiabatially lowering the magneti trapping potential. The eld is ramped
o linearly in time t
ramp
, whih is on the order of one seond. During this ramp, the atomi loud expands and the
lassial turning point of eah atom (in the vertial dimension) approahes the Demon, whih is positioned at a xed
distane below the magneti trap enter. To ensure that eah atom interats with the pump beam near its turning
point, the adiabatiity ondition 〈τB〉/tramp ≪ 1 must be satised, where 〈τB〉 is the average osillation period in the
magneti trap.
The pump beam drives a spontaneous Raman transition by exiting the magnetially trapped atoms to the
52P3/2(F
′ = 1) manifold. From here, the majority of the atoms spontaneously deay to the F = 1 ground state
manifold where they are no longer resonant with the beam. Roughly 16% deay bak to the F = 2 manifold and are
subsequently repumped. Beause all projetions in the F = 1 manifold (mF = −1, 0, 1) ouple more weakly to the
magneti eld than the initial |F = 2,mF = 2〉 state, they ould in priniple all be trapped. However, the branhing
ratios give rise to a nal population that is predominantly in the mF = 0, 1 sublevels.
Information about the nal distribution of atoms is obtained through absorption imaging. After the ooling se-
quene, all magneti and optial elds are swithed o and a resonant probe beam propagating along the z axis
illuminates the atoms for 200 µs. The beam is then imaged on a harge-oupled devie amera. A variable delay be-
tween the eld swith-o and the probe illumination allows us to determine the temperature through the time-of-ight
method.
COOLING EFFICIENCY
In order to assess the performane of single-photon ooling, several eets introdued by the geometry of the
optial trough should be onsidered. For example, the height of the pump beam above the trough vertex hp must
be strategially set to optimize ooling. Figure 3 shows the eet of hp on both the vertial temperature T
(z)
O and
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FIG. 3: Number (■) and temperature (●) of ooled atoms as a funtion of hp (height of the pump beam above the trough
vertex). The positive slope of T
(z)
O reets energy gained by atoms in free fall. For hp > 100µm, the additional energy inreases
the loss rate from the optial trough. For hp < 100 µm spatial overlap of the pump beam and optial trough beams redues
the exitation probability and hene the apture rate. The highest phase-spae density is ahieved at hp = 41 µm.
the number NO of atoms aptured in the optial trough. To aquire this data, we image the atoms before they have
time to thermalize in the trough. Thus T
(z)
O is not an isotropi equilibrium temperature in a thermodynami sense;
rather, it is a measure of the veloity distribution in the vertial dimension. The positive slope of the temperature
urve reets kineti energy gained by the atoms in free fall. Atoms deaying to the high-eld-seeking state (mF = 1)
gain additional energy from the magneti eld gradient. To obtain the oldest sample possible, one should thus
minimize hp so that the atoms are pumped near the trough vertex. However, the repulsive trough beams overlap the
pump beam for small values of hp, lowering the probability of exitation and thereby dereasing the apture number.
Maximizing phase-spae density (ρ ∝ nT−3/2 , where n is the atomi density) is aomplished by balaning these two
eets. The point orresponding to the highest phase-spae density is loated at hp = 41 µm.
It is lear that T
(z)
O remains signiantly above the reoil temperature (362 nK) even for the smallest values
of hp. If we were ooling a one-dimensional ensemble, this extra energy ould only be attributed to apturing
atoms away from their turning points. However, this eet is negligible as the adiabatiity ondition is satised:
〈τB〉/tramp ≈ 5×10
−3 ≪ 1. Beause we are only ooling along the vertial dimension of a three-dimensional magneti
trap, atoms aptured in the trough retain energy in the horizontal dimensions. Due to the geometry of the trough,
kineti energy in the y dimension mixes with the z dimension, aounting for the nonvanishing T
(z)
O .
To address the question of transfer eieny from the magneti trap to the optial trough, we must onsider
the phase-spae distributions of both. If we model the ensembles in both traps with Maxwell-Boltzmann veloity
distributions and Gaussian spatial distributions[17℄, the maximum transfer eieny η by loading an optial trap
from a magneti trap through phase-spae onserving proess may be written
5η ≡
NO
NB
=
∏
i={x,y,z}
σ
(i)
O
σ
(i)
B
√√√√T (i)O
T
(i)
B
, (1)
where NO (NB), σO (σB), and TO (TB) are the number, 1/e radius, and temperature of the atoms in the optial
(magneti) trap, respetively. The produt index i orresponds to orthogonal axes and allows for trap anisotropy, and
we assume (σ
(i)
O , T
(i)
O ) ≤ (σ
(i)
B , T
(i)
B ).
In a non-interating ensemble, single-photon ooling ompresses one dimension of the magneti trap ompletely in
both position and momentum spae (negleting a photon reoil). An upper bound on the eieny is thus given by
(1) with the produt exluding the ompressed vertial dimension:
ηspc =
∏
i={x,y}
σ
(i)
O
σ
(i)
B
√√√√T (i)O
T
(i)
B
∝
(
σB
√
TB
)−2
, (2)
where TB = T
(i)
B indiates a thermalized magneti trap, and σB ≡ σ
(x)
B = 2σ
(y)
B reets the magneti trap anisotropy.
For a xed optial trough geometry and depth, ηspc follows diretly from the initial distributions of the magneti trap.
Furthermore, ηspc may be plotted as a funtion of TB by noting that σB = σB(TB) for a thermalized ensemble[18℄. In
Figure 4 we ompare experimentally measured eienies with the predited upper bound for several magneti trap
temperatures.
The data show fair agreement with (2) below 40µK, but there is a trend of inreasing eieny (with respet to the
model) for higher temperatures. To explain this trend, we note that our derivation of ηspc assumes a non-interating
ensemble. The initial trajetories of the ensemble fully determine the dynamis of the ooling proess in this ase.
Only a small fration of these trajetories, whih are represented by (2), will beome trapped in the trough. In
reality, the atoms in the magneti trap weakly interat through ollisions. The single-partile ollision rate in the
magneti trap is given by Γ = N−1
∫
n(~r)2σs〈vr〉d~r, where N is the total atom number, n(~r) is the atomi density,
σs is the s-wave sattering ross setion, and 〈vr〉 =
√
16kBT/πm is the mean relative speed in a three-dimensional
Boltzmann distribution. The inset in Figure 4 shows a monotonially inreasing ollision rate for inreasing magneti
trap temperature. These ollisions indue rethermalization of the ensemble, replenishing the trappable trajetories as
they are removed from the magneti trap by the Demon. The end result for a weakly-interating ensemble is a higher
eieny than predited by (2), whih is onsistent with the trend in measured eienies.
Monte-Carlo simulations for an ensemble of non-interating partiles agree with our model and give additional
insight into the timesale of single-photon ooling as well as the relevane of ollisional interations. For initial
onditions similar to those in Figure 4, simulations indiate an approximately 20% inrease in atom apture by
extending t
ramp
from 1 s to 5 s. Extending the ramp time is unadvantageous in pratie due to the short lifetime of
atoms in the optial trough (τ ≈ 3 s), whih we suspet is due to bakground gas ollisions. In light of the sub-optimal
ramp time, it may be inferred from Figure 4 that elasti ollisions in the magneti trap play a non-negligible role in
the transfer eieny even at low temperatures. For the measurement at 31 µK, ollisional gains ompensate almost
entirely for the sub-optimal ramp time as well as trap losses.
The maximum transfer eieny we have measured is 2.2(3)%. It is lear from (2) that the transfer eieny may be
arbitrarily inreased by modifying the phase-spae overlap of the two traps (e.g. by dereasing the size and temperature
of the magneti trap or inreasing the size and depth of the optial trap). One an also use (2) to derive a simple
expression for the inrease in phase-spae density of a non-interating ensemble: ρO/ρB = (σ
(z)
B
√
T
(z)
B )/(σ
(z)
O
√
T
(z)
O ).
For a xed optial trough geometry, this ratio inreases with TB in spite of a orresponding derease in transfer
eieny.
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FIG. 4: Atom apture eieny as a funtion of the initial magneti trap temperature. The solid line (-) represents the upper
bound apture eieny given by (2). Cirles are experimental data. Above 40µK, we measure eienies whih learly surpass
the predited limit. We attribute this divergene to an inreasing ollision rate (inset).
With initial magneti trap parameters TB = 53 µK and σB = 515 µm, we have transferred 3.3 × 10
5
atoms at a
temperature of 4.3 µK with 0.3% transfer eieny. This amounts to a peak phase-spae density of 4.9(3) × 10−4,
whih is roughly a 350-fold inrease over the phase-spae density of the magneti trap. The phase-spae density is
alulated for atoms in the non-magneti |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state, whih aounts for approximately 50% of our nal
population. This proportion is determined by ejeting the low- and high-eld-seeking states from the trough with a
large eld gradient subsequent to the ooling proess.
OUTLOOK
In summary, we have demonstrated a general ooling tehnique for trapped atoms limited only by the dynamis of
the initial trap. We presented an analytial model for the apture eieny of a non-interating ensemble and showed
that we surpass the limit of the model, likely by means of ollisions. Given longer trap lifetimes, these ollisions, whih
failitate ergodiity, ould be exploited to ahieve higher phase-spae densities and transfer eienies. However, we
emphasize that although elasti ollisions improve the transfer eieny, they are by no means neessary. The strength
of the tehnique lies in its unrestritive nature. Beause it requires neither a yling transition nor a sattering ross-
setion, single-photon ooling an work where other well established methods fail.
Our tehnique is partiularly promising in light of reent demonstrations with supersoni beams, whih have proven
the feasibility of produing trapped samples of paramagneti atoms [19, 20℄ and moleules [21, 22, 23, 24℄ at tens
of millikelvins in a simple room-temperature apparatus. The general nature of single-photon ooling makes it an
attrative andidate for ooling and trapping these samples in millikelvin-deep optial traps, the vast majority of
whih annot be laser ooled with any other existing tehnique. Indeed, its implementation has even been proposed
for moleules [25℄, whih have been exluded from laser ooling in the past due to ompliated energy level strutures.
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